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― ―２００ 社 会 学 部 紀 要 第９５号
Construction of a New Public Sphere in China
The public works case of “The tree moving incident” in Zhejiang Province,
Sanmen Prefecture
ABSTRACT
The tempo of city and farm development in China has quickened, and the
construction of public works has developed remarkably fast. China has introduced the
market economy system, but a variety of environmental destruction problems has occurred
as a result of this rapid development. A new public sphere is becoming accepted in
Chinese society to seek some reasonable solutions to the problems caused during the
period of continuing social change. This paper argues that the key to progress in
constructing and developing a public sphere is the involvement of the mass media, NGO
and villager committees, which are unique to China. To illustrate such a public sphere, the
paper introduces the case study of a community action, “opposition to cutting down an
old tree.”
Key Words: public sphere, NGO, villager committee
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